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To gain a better insight into the effects of eddy structure and their thermal imprint on the impinging
surface, we applied several methods to identify coherent structures in two arrangements of multiple
jets. High-resolution particle imaging velocimetry measurements of the instantaneous fluid velocity
have been performed to provide data for structure identification. Several methods based on critical
point theory, i.e., vorticity magnitude, kinematic vorticity number, and second invariant of the
velocity gradient tensor provided similar and generally useful information. However, in the flow
considered they all appear inferior as compared with the proper orthogonal decompositionsPODd.
Despite lacking in conspicuous high energy modes, the flow showed to be well suited for POD,
which provided clear identification of the near wall dominating vortical structure. ©2005 American
Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1900804g

I. INTRODUCTION

Impinging fluid jets are known to enhance strongly heat
and mass transfers and are widely used for cooling, heating,
and drying of solid surfaces. Industrial applications include
quenching and tempering glass, annealing of metal and plas-
tic, drying paper and textile, cooling of electronics, internal
cooling of gas turbine blades, and others.

While the heat transfer intensification due to jet impinge-
ment is indisputable, its mechanism is still not fully clear,
especially in multiple-jets configurations and if the flow is
turbulent. Heat transfer under a single turbulent jet shows a
large nonuniformity, with a maximum usually at the stagna-
tion point. For short orifice-to-plate distancessH /Dø2,
whereH is the orifice-to-plate distance andD the jet diam-
eterd and depending on the inflow turbulence level and jet
Reynolds number, the maximum can be displaced somewhat
further away from the stagnation point, or it can appear as a
second peak in heat transfer coefficient. The heat transfer
maximum is believed to be associated with surface renewal
effect caused by large-scale eddies impinging on the surface,
destroying the thermal boundary layer and rapidly convect-
ing radially into the wall jets formed on the target surface
after the jet deflection.1 This is further supported by strong
turbulence from merging edge shear layerssif the distance
from the orifice is sufficient for the potential core to disap-
peard, as well as fast heat removal by the accelerating wall
boundary layer. However, this simplistic picture does not en-
visage the precise role of turbulence and, especially, of co-
herent structures, associated with the edge vorticesstoroidal

for round jetsd, as well as other large-scale structures within
the jet.

The situation with multiple jets is further complicated by
interaction between jets prior to their impingement. This in-
teraction depends on jet configuration and their spacing,
which appear as new factors that influence the heat transfer
distribution. Secondary recirculation with an upwash foun-
tain may appear in the space between the jets, together with
some smaller embedded vortices, as well as cross flow of
fluid around jets towards its exhaust. Multiple jets are usu-
ally aimed at making the heat transfer more uniform, but
their interactions bring new elements of nonuniformity, re-
flecting the vortical structure in the wall vicinity.

The purpose of this work was to educe the vortical struc-
tures in an array of impinging jets, which could subsequently
serve to explain the salient features of the jets’ thermal sig-
nature on the target plate. Because of space limitations, we
confine our presentation only to the structure identification in
isothermal jets without considering heat transfer, the latter
being the subject of another publication. The identification
has been based on high-resolution PIVsparticle imaging ve-
locimetryd. Two configurations have been considered and
mutually compared: a hexagonal and an in-line jet arrange-
ment. Several identification methods have been applied in
order to find an optimum technique for this flow configura-
tion, but most results to be presented have been obtained by
proper orthogonal decomposition. We present first a brief
outline of the identification techniques applied, followed by
some information about the experiment. A comparative over-
view of educed coherent structures identified by various
methods for the two jet configurations is then presented and
discussed, followed by conclusions.
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II. COHERENT STRUCTURES AND THEIR DETECTION

Quasiperiodic, well organized, and repeating eddy for-
mations, known ascoherent structuresare known to play a
major role in turbulence dynamics and in transporting mo-
mentum, heat, and species in turbulent flows. Proper identi-
fication of such structures and their morphology is a major
prerequisite for understanding their role in transport mecha-
nisms. Of special interest are those regions in turbulent
flows, such as impingement, separation, or reattachment re-
gions, where the transport of scalarssheat and speciesd is
markedly different from momentum transport, thus departing
from the common Reynolds analogy, e.g., Bae and Sung.2

While in some cases a strong erratic movement of sweeping
coherent structures can significantly enhance local heat trans-
fer, stationary vortices can locally “trap” the fluid reducing
the beneficial temperature or concentration difference and
thus decreasing the heat or mass transfer. Therefore, ad-
equate detection of these structures and their dynamics is of
vital importance for the description of the flow and its effect
on heat and mass transfer processes.

An intuitive way of detecting eddies is to search for
spiraling or closed path lines or streamlines. However, the
method is not Galilean invariant. This is one of two require-
ments for vortex identification mentioned by Jeong and
Hussain.3 To exclude potential flow regions, the second re-
quirement states that a vortex core must have a net vorticity
shence, net circulationd. In this section we briefly outline a
number of methods for structure identification and their char-
acteristics, which we applied for analyzing the coherent
structure in multiple impinging jets.

Vorticity magnitude.The magnitude of the vorticity vec-
tor ivi is widely used to identify coherent structures. Equa-
tion s1d shows its definition:

ivi =Ho
i=1

3 Sei jk
]uk

]xj
D2J1/2

, s1d

whereei jk is the alternating unit tensor,xj is the j th coordi-
nate, anduk is the velocity component in thexk direction.
Although the use ofivi is successful in free shear flows, it
does not always produce satisfactory results in flows near
obstacles or along walls.3 The vorticity magnitude is not only
sensitive to the local swirling motion typical for a vortex, but
also to shear. So, when using the vorticity magnitude as an
indication for turbulent structures, it is not easy to distin-
guish true vortices from background shear, when the shear is
relatively high. A high value of the vorticity magnitude is a
necessary but insufficient condition for detecting a vortex.

Second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor.The
identification method on the basis ofQ, the second invariant
of the velocity gradient tensor, was originally proposed by
Hunt et al.4 Q can be interpreted as a measure for the mag-
nitude of rotation relative to strain and is defined as follows:
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whereS and V are the symmetric and antisymmetric com-
ponents of the velocity gradient tensor. WhenQ is positive,

rotation prevails over strain so that vortices can be identified
as positive values ofQ. The advantage ofQ over the vortic-
ity magnitude as a quantitative vortex identifier is the fact
that Q represents the local balance between shear strain rate
and vorticity magnitude. Hence,Q is not affected by local
shear, which usually prevails in the vicinity of walls.

Kinematic vorticity number.An identifier similar toQ is
the kinematic vorticity numberNk. This quantity is equal to
the magnitude of the vorticity vector nondimensionalized by
the strain rate and can be related toQ:
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For example,Nk→` and Nk=0 correspond to solid-body
rotation and irrotational motion, respectively, regardless of
the vorticity magnitude. A region withNk.1 is identical to
that withQ.0. A disadvantage is thatNk does not discrimi-
nate between vortices with small and large vorticity as long
as the quality of rotation is the same for both.3

Other methods based on the velocity gradient tensor.
Identification of vortices on the basis of a negative second
eigenvalue sl2d of S2+V2 forms a fourth identification
method based on the velocity gradient tensor. Identification
on the basis of theQ definition may be incorrect when vor-
tices are subjected to a strong external strain, whereas thel2

definition represents vortices correctly in this case. This
method is superior to theQ method described above as ar-
gued in details by Jeong and Hussain.3

Chonget al.5 describe the use of the eigenvalues of the
velocity gradient tensor for structure identification. This
method is known as the critical-point analysis. A critical-
point is a point in the flow field where all three velocity
components are zero and the streamline slope is indetermi-
nate. These points can be found by calculating the eigenval-
ues of the velocity gradient tensor. An eddy is characterized
by one real eigenvalue and a pair of complex conjugate ei-
genvalues with a positive imaginary part. Critical-point
analysis also correctly identifies vortices subjected to strain.
It should be noted that theQ method, thel2 method, and the
critical-point analysis are equivalent methods in planar flows
si.e., two-dimensional flowsd. Hence, the advantages of the
l2-method and critical-point analysis over theQ method
only emerge in three-dimensional flows.

III. HIGH FREQUENCY NOISE REMOVAL

The above-mentioned structure identification mecha-
nisms are all based on spatial derivatives of the fluid veloc-
ity. The calculation of these derivatives implies a certain con-
tinuity and smoothness of the velocity field. However,
velocity fields resulting from PIV measurements are discrete
in space and contain noise, so these demands are hard to
meet. Additionally, high frequency noise in a signal is am-
plified by taking the derivative of this signal. For these rea-
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sons it is better to first filter the signal with a low-pass filter
before derivatives are calculated for structure identification
purposes.

Homogeneous filtering techniques, for instance, using a
Gaussian kernel, provide a fast way of damping or removing
high frequency noise. However, one of the problems with
using homogeneous filtering in a turbulent flow field that has
statistically inhomogeneous directions is that the character of
the filter does not change as a function of the inhomogeneous
coordinate.6 In case of strong shear layers, for instance, the
width of the low-pass filter should grow as a function of the
distance from the shear layer to reflect the fact that the tur-
bulent eddies increase in size as one moves away from the
shear layer. This problem can be addressed by using the
method of proper orthogonal decompositionsPODd to con-
struct inhomogeneous low-pass filters. When applied to ex-
perimental data, the POD can be viewed as a filtering device
used to objectively eliminate the low energy motions of the
flow that are obscuring the main energetic features of the
flow.7 A brief description of the POD used in this research is
given below. A more complete analysis can be found, e.g., in
Manhart and Wengle.8

A velocity field usx ,td can be expanded into an infinite
series of orthogonal spatial basis functionswnsxd and uncor-
related coefficientsanstd, wheren denotes the mode number:

usx,td = o
n=0

`

anstdwnsxd. s5d

Mathematically, the POD projects the random velocityusx ,td
into an orthonormal coordinate systemwnsxd. The projection
is optimal in the sense that the first projectionsn=0d captures
most of the energy; the energy contribution of subsequent
modes decreases with increasing mode number. By consid-
ering only the modes comprising the most energetic compo-
nents of the velocity signal, the series representation in Eq.
s5d can be restricted to onlyNM modes. In other words,NM is
the number of modes required to represent the flow field in a
sufficiently accurate way, which is to be determined for each
flow problem separately.

When POD is applied to an ensemble of experimental
velocity fields consisting of instantaneous snapshots of the
flow field that are uncorrelated in time, the temporal coeffi-
cients can be found by using themethod of snapshotspro-
posed by Sirovich.9 The energy contribution of each separate
mode to the total energy is given by the eigenvaluel of the
two-point temporal correlation tensorCst ,t8d for that particu-
lar mode:

E
T

Cst,t8danst8ddt8 = lnanstd, s6d

in which T is the time period in which the snapshots of the
flow field are acquired, andCst ,t8d is defined as

Cst,t8d =
1

T
E E E

V

usx,td ·usx,t8ddx. s7d

V is the domain where the flow velocities are measured.

When the snapshots of the flow are independent from each
other, the time averaging integral in Eq.s6d can be replaced
by an ensemble averaging sum.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

Well defined boundary conditions are crucial to the in-
vestigation of the flow of an impinging jet array. All jets in
the array should exhibit the same initial velocity profile and
turbulence levels. Additionally, the jets must be swirl-free,
implying a swirl-free flow upstream of the orifice plate. A
wind tunnel was constructed that met these demands. It was
designed on the basis of rules of thumb devised by Mehta
and Bradshaw.10

Figure 1 shows the flow configuration for the jet array
flow measurements. Air from the wind tunnel was issued
through an orifice plate, after which it impinged on an im-
pingement plate parallel to the orifice plate. For this purpose
a glass plate was used to enable PIV velocity measurements
in planes parallel to the impingement plate. Two different
orifice plates were tested: one with 13 orifices with a diam-
eterDm of 13 mm in a hexagonal arrangement and one with
9 orifices with the same diameter in an in-line arrangement
sFig. 2d. The orifice pitch was 2Dm for the hexagonal ar-
rangement and 4Dm for the in-line arrangement. Measure-
ments were conducted using a distance between the orifice
plate and the impingement plateH of 4Dm for both orifice
configurations.

In the hexagonal orifice configuration measurements
were conducted in three planes parallel to the jetssthe verti-
cal planes 1–3d, as shown in Fig. 2sad. Vertical plane 1 inter-
sects the central jet and one of its direct neighbors, vertical
plane 3 intersects the central jet and one of the outer jets, and
vertical plane 2 is placed along the bisector of planes 1 and
3. The origin of ax,y,z-coordinate system is at the intersec-
tion of the centerline of the central jet and the surface of the
impingement plate. They axis is measured along this center-
line and assumed to be positive in the upward direction. The
x andz axes are measured along the surface of the impinge-
ment plate. The measurement area was defined by −4.4
,x/Dm,1.0 and 0.0,y/Dm,4.0 for all vertical planes in
the hexagonal configuration.

Next to that, velocity measurements were performed in
the same configuration in one plane parallel to the impinge-
ment platesthe horizontal planed, at a distanceh of 0.25Dm

FIG. 1. Flow configuration for both the hexagonal and the in-line jet array.
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above the impingement plate. This plane focuses on the same
four jets as the vertical planes: the central jet, two of its
direct neighbors and one of the outer jets. The position of the
measurement area was −0.6,x/Dm,3.5 and −0.7,z/Dm

,2.6 in the hexagonal configuration.
In the in-line orifice configuration measurements were

done in three vertical planessplanesa–cd depicted in Fig.
2sbd. Planea intersects the central jet and one of its direct
neighbors, planeb intersects the central jet and one of the
outer jets, and planec intersects one of the central jet’s direct
neighbors and one of the outer jets. The measurement area
was defined by −1.2,x/Dm,5.0 and 0.0,y/Dm,4.0 for
vertical planesa and c, and −0.7,x/Dm,6.6 and 0.0
,y/Dm,4.0 for vertical planeb.

Finally, measurements were done in one horizontal plane
in the in-line configuration ath=0.23Dm. This plane focuses
on the same four jets as the vertical planes: the central jet,
two of its direct neighbors, and one of the outer jets. The
position of the measurement area was −1.9,x/Dm,5.3 and
−0.8,z/Dm,5.0.

The impingement flow was investigated using PIV. The
PIV systemfmanufactured by Optical Flow SystemssOFSdg
included a double pulsed Nd:YAGsYAG—yttrium alumi-
num garnetd lasersContinuum Minilited with a pulse energy

of 25 mJ. This laser was used to produce a 1 mmthick sheet
that illuminated the flow. A PCO Sensicam camera with a
resolution of 128031024 pixels recorded images of the
seeding particles in the laser sheet. The commercial software
VIDPIV ROWAN V4.0 developed by OFS/ILA was used to ana-
lyze the images.

The seeding consisted of an aqueous glycerol solution
and was produced by a Laskin orifice. For the measurements
in the vertical planes the laser produced a light sheet perpen-
dicular to the impingement plate and the orifice plate and the
camera recorded images of particles in the light sheet from
the side. For the horizontal planes the light sheet was parallel
to both the impingement plate and the orifice plate, and the
camera recorded images from the bottom, through the glass
impingement plate.

Table I presents the recording parameters of the PIV
system for the four different configurations. As can be seen
in Table I, the interrogation areas in the horizontal planes in
both arrays were twice the size of the interrogation areas in
the vertical planes. Because the noise level in the PIV images
in the horizontal planes was higher than that in the vertical
planes, more particle images were needed for a good signal-
to-noise ratio. The reason for the higher noise level is the fact
that the images were taken through the impingement plate

FIG. 2. The orientation of the mea-
surement planes with respect to the
orifice plates.

TABLE I. Characteristics of the PIV measurements for all configurations.

Hexagonal jet array In-line jet array

Horizontal Vertical Horizontal Vertical

Focal length lenssmmd 55 105 55 55

Numerical aperture 8 11 8 8

Field of view smm2d 53.3342.9 71.2352.0 85.2366.2 75.5352.0

Interrogation area sizespixelsd 64364 32332 64364 32332

smm2d 2.732.7 1.831.8 4.734.7 2.032.0a

2.432.4b

Interrogation area overlap 50% 50% 50% 50%

Pulse delaysmsd 11.7 20.0 10.0 21.8a

25.8b

Dynamic velocity rangesm/sd 0.36:57 0.28:22 0.73:116 0.29:23

Relative error 1.7% 1.4% 3.2% 1.3%

Reynolds number 183103 183103 203103 203103

Number of snapshots 1000 3000 3000 3000

aPlanesa andc.
bPlaneb.
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which was gradually fouled by seeding deposition. Between
every 200 images the impingement plate had to be cleaned.
The dynamic range and the relative errorsbased on the jet’s
centerline velocityd of the velocity measurements are also
given in the table. For the quantities derived from the veloc-
ity field it was calculated that the relative error of both the
vorticity magnitude andQ is twice as large as the error of the
velocity, and the relative error ofNk is Î6 times as large.

Additionally, it can be seen that the number of snapshots
in the ensemble is only 1000 for the horizontal planes of the
hexagonal jet array, whereas it is 3000 for the other configu-
rations. Cleaning of the impingement plate took a large
amount of time. After these measurements the cleaning sys-
tem was automated and sped up, so more measurements
could be done in the same time.

The images resulting from all configurations were ana-
lyzed in three consecutive steps. First, the interrogation areas
were cross correlated and a local median filter was used to
discard the spurious vectors. The resulting empty spaces
were filled with interpolated values from the surrounding
interrogation areas. The resulting displacement fields were
used as window displacements for an adaptive cross correla-
tion of the same interrogation areas in the second step. After
filtering out and replacing the spurious vectors the second
step is repeated. The percentage of spurious vectors was 4%
on average for all vertical planes and about 3% for the hori-
zontal planes. The motivation for repeating the second step is
a significant reduction of the number of spurious vectors.

V. RESULTS

On the basis of POD filtered snapshots of the flow in
both configurations described above, details on the flow
characteristics of impinging jet arrays is extracted. The struc-
ture identification methods described in Sec. II were applied
to the experimental velocity data obtained with PIV. The
quality of the methods will be assessed on the basis of the
unfiltered velocity fields. Next, the method that proved most
adequate is used to extract the largest most-energetic struc-
tures for PIV velocity data by first applying a POD filter
before structures are identified. Once vortices are identified,
they are located and sized in order to investigate the posi-
tions of eddies of different sizes.

A. Structure identification methods

Because the PIV system used in the present investigation
only produced two-dimensional velocity fields for two com-
ponents of the velocity vector, two-dimensional representa-
tions of the vorticity vector magnitudeivi, the second in-
variant of the velocity gradient tensorQ, and the kinematic
vorticity numberNk are used. Instead of the magnitude of the
vorticity vectorv, the absolute value of the vorticity vector’s
out-of-plane component is used.Q and Nk are calculated
from the two-dimensional velocity gradient tensor. A second-
order central differencing scheme was chosen for the ap-
proximation of the gradients to maintain high resolution,
while having an acceptable noise sensitivity.

FIG. 3. A snapshot of the velocity field in vertical plane 3 for the hexagonal configuration and plots ofuvzu, Q, andNk.
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Figure 3sad presents the velocity vectors for a single re-
alization of the flow field in plane 3 of the hexagonal con-
figuration. The center jet and one of the outer jets can be
identified. Structures of different sizes and shapes strongly
affect the jets, mainly in the impingement region. Vortex
cores with asnearlyd zero convection velocity with respect to
the fixed reference frame of the snapshot can be identified.
Moving or distorted vortices are harder to identify by eye.

Figure 3sbd shows theuvzu map associated with the ve-
locity snapshot. The vorticity magnitude is nondimensional-
ized by the orifice diameter and the centerline velocity of the
jets. The vorticity magnitude is large in the strong mixing
layer directly downstream of the orifice edges. However, it is
not possible to identify the more or less regular arrays of
toroidal vortices that are formed in this region, as can be seen
in Fig. 3sad. The reason for this is thatuvzu is not only sen-
sitive to the local swirling motion typical for a vortex, but
also to shear. Further downstream of the orifices isolated
regions with a high vorticity are found, some of them coin-
cide with the locations of the vortices visible in the velocity
plot.

Figure 3scd shows the values ofQ computed from the
instantaneous velocity field of Fig. 3sad. Q is nondimension-

alized with the orifice diameter and the centerline velocity. In
comparison to the vorticity magnitude, aQ map better iden-
tifies the individual toroidal vortices that form in the mixing
layers downstream of the orifices. Distinct islands of highQ
are found, even in the shear layers directly downstream of
the orifices.

A plot of the kinematic vorticity number is presented in
Fig. 3sdd. SinceNk is nondimensionalized by the magnitude
of the strain rate, the peakNk value is oblivious of the dy-
namical significance of a vortex.3 In other words,Nk does not
discriminate between vortices with small vorticity in a flow
with small shear and vortices with large vorticity in a flow
with large shear. This can be seen clearly when theNk map is
compared to theQ map. Vortices identified with similarNk

values can have very differentQ values. This is even more
clear from Fig. 4. In this figure regions are plotted whereQ
and Nk exceed a certain threshold level. On the left theQ
maps are presented and on the right theNk maps. For the
lowest threshold valuesfFigs. 4sad and 4sbdg both methods
yield exactly the same results. This follows directly from the
relationship betweenNk andQ presented in Eq.s3d.

In Figs. 4scd and 4sdd the results are presented using
higher threshold values. In Fig. 4scd structures are identified

FIG. 4. Comparison of vortical structures in plane 3 of the hexagonal configuration for different values ofQ andNk.
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with different sizes and shapes. The toroidal vortices in the
shear layers of the jets can be discerned clearly and the larg-
est structures appear near the impingement plate and in the
region between the jets, where the upwash is located. In be-
tween the jets, towards the orifice plate only some smaller
structures appear, because this region is relatively quiescent
as can also be seen in the snapshot of the velocity fieldfFig.
3sadg. However, usingNk structures are identifiedoutsidethe
shear layers and everywhere in between the jets, but none is
identifiedinsidethe shear layers. In the snapshot of Fig. 3sad
the fluid appears to be almost stagnant in this zone and no
clear vortices are visible there.

B. Proper orthogonal decomposition

The eigenvalue spectrum of a POD can be constructed
by plotting eigenvalues versus modes. To check the effect of
sample size on eigenvalue spectra, PODs were calculated for
ensembles of different sizes taken from a single data set. It
appeared that there was no significant difference between the
spectra for the first 50 modes, when the sample size was over
1000. For the hexagonal configuration PODs were calculated
for all three vertical planes and for the horizontal plane. For

the in-line configuration PODs were also calculated for all
three vertical planes and for the horizontal plane. For all
planes the ensemble size was 1000.

The spectra depicted in Fig. 5 show the eigenvalues of
the PODs for the vertical and the horizontal planes of the
hexagonal and in-line configurations. The eigenvalues of all
modesln are plotted against the mode numbern on a double
logarithmic scale. All spectra show a very gradual decrease
of energy going to higher POD modes and they extend over
a large range of modes. The high Reynolds number will
cause a very wide spectrum of turbulent kinetic energy,
which means there is energy in structures of a wide range of
scales. Therefore, a considerable number of modes should be
taken into account to cover the larger part of the turbulent
kinetic energy.

Table II gives an idea of how the energy is distributed
over the first few modes for all measurements. The percent-
ages are summed values for the energy contribution to the
ensemble of the structures in groups of ten modes. The en-
ergy of mode 0, representing the average velocity field, is not
taken into account; the presented percentages refer to the
fluctuations only. It is clear that roughly one-third of the total

FIG. 5. POD eigenvalue spectra for vertical and horizontal planes in both the hexagonal and the in-line configuration.

TABLE II. Percentages of spatial energy per ten modes for vertical and horizontal planes in the hexagonal and
the in-line configurations.

Modes 1–10 10–20 20–30 30–40 40–50

Hexagonal Vertical 1 23.6 7.7 5.1 3.7 3.0

Vertical 2 19.8 6.9 4.4 3.3 2.8

Vertical 3 25.4 8.6 5.5 4.0 3.2

Horizontal 30.5 11.4 7.4 1.8 0.1

In line Vertical a 34.4 6.9 4.8 3.8 3.2

Vertical b 25.6 7.3 5.1 4.0 3.4

Vertical c 29.9 7.7 5.1 3.8 3.2

Horizontal 29.2 8.0 5.5 4.2 3.5
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energy of the fluctuations is contained in the first twenty
modes of the POD for all cases. Figure 6 presents the same
snapshot as the one in Fig. 3 and its POD filtered equivalent
using the first 21 modes including mode zero to see the effect
of the large scale disturbances on the ensemble averaged
flow field. The POD filtered snapshot shows the large scale
eddies present around the jets and their impingement posi-
tions, while these structures appear masked or deformed in
the original snapshot. Because the energy content of the
modes above mode 20 is very low, the large scale features of
the velocity fields are well represented by the first 20 modes.

C. PODs of the hexagonal configuration

Figure 7 presents two randomly picked snapshots of the
flow in vertical plane 1 of the hexagonal configuration. These
snapshots are reconstructed from the POD using the mean
field smode 0d and the first 20 modes to investigate only the
large scale features of the flow. The center jet and its direct
neighbor can be discerned clearly. They appear to be largely
unaffected down toy=2Dm, but below this position the jets
are disturbed by eddies originating from the interaction of
the jets with the impingement surface. For instance, in Fig.
7sbd the center jet is either broken up or severely displaced
out of plane.

The upwash flow between the two jets is strongly af-
fected by eddies near the impingement point of the two jets.
In Fig. 7sad, for instance, the upwash is directed towards the
neighbor jet due to an eddy near the neighbor jet.

Figure 8 shows two POD filtered snapshots at vertical
plane 2 of the hexagonal configuration. The center jet is
clearly visible again. Because this plane is positioned very
near a neighbor jet, its influence on the surrounding air can
be recognized by the relatively strong downflow around
x=−2Dm. Additionally, the upwash caused by colliding wall
jets is visible. Two discharge mechanisms can be recognized
in Figs. 8sad and 8sbd; part of the upwash flows outwards
along the orifice plate avoiding the adjacent jets, while an-
other part is being engulfed in the downflow of the neighbor
jet.11

Figures 8sad and 8sbd show the horse-shoe vortex in-
duced by the wall jet of the nearest outer jet and the spent air
flowing outwards. This vortex also appears in Fig. 9. This
figure presents two snapshots in plane 3 of the hexagonal
configuration. The vortex does not have a steady position
near the outer jet, which explains the fact that the ensemble
mean velocity field also shows this vortex, but less clearly.

In Fig. 9sbd a large elongated eddy is formed in the shear
layer of the outer jet atsx/Dm,y/Dmd<s2.8,1.4d. As was
mentioned above, the upwash amplifies the instabilities in
the shear layer of the jets, resulting in this kind of eddies. On
the other side of the outer jet no upwash is present, so the
shear layer on that side is not producing such eddies. For this
reason the kinetic energy of turbulencek is asymmetrically
distributed around the outer jets, as was reported by Geerset
al.12 All figures of the POD filtered snapshots in the vertical

FIG. 6. Example of a snapshot in
plane 3 of the hexagonal configuration
and its POD filtered equivalents20
modes1 mode 0d.

FIG. 7. POD filtered snapshotssmean
field and the first 20 modesd in vertical
plane 1 of the hexagonal arrangement.
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planes show that the flow is inherently unstable and that the
energetic low mode number vortical structure oscillates from
one to another neighbor jet.

The POD filtered snapshots in the horizontal plane at
0.25Dm above the impingement plate are presented in Fig.
10. They reveal that the points where three wall jets collide
are very unstable, in the sense that they do not have fixed
positions. Figures 10sad–10scd show swirling motion appear-
ing at some of these collision points. This motion constitutes
a strong structure in terms of spatial energy, because it origi-
nates from one of the lower modessmode 9d of the POD
presented in Fig. 10sed. It is conjectured here that the eddies
are formed by the unstable collision of three wall jets in one
point. Naturally present fluctuations in the direction of the
wall jets can cause the eddies in their collision points to
rotate in either direction. This is illustrated by Fig. 10sfd,
which shows the two possible orientations of the eddies in
the collision point of three wall jets. As the probability for
each orientation is equal, the mean velocity field does not
show the eddies.

The snapshot in Fig 10sad seems more or less conven-
tional in the sense that it shows the impingement locations in
a roughly hexagonal pattern. However, slight displacements
from the geometrical centers of the orifices occur due to
oscillations in the individual jets. This is in line with the
observations made from the POD filtered snapshots in the
vertical planes.

D. PODs of the in-line configuration

The POD filtered snapshots in vertical planesa and b
essentially showed stable impinging jets with a very short
upwash flow at the position where their wall jets meet. Be-
cause the orifice pitchs/Dm of the in-line configuration is
twice as large as the pitch of the hexagonal configuration, the
wall jets spread out over a greater surface area causing the
upwash to be less strong, but more regular and located in or
very close to the center between the two jets. In the in-line
configuration no horse-shoe-like structures were found, most
likely due to the higher pitch. Because the flow in these
planes is very similar to the ensemble averaged flow field, no
snapshots of planesa andb will be shown here.

More intriguing are the snapshots in vertical planec in
the in-line configuration shown in Fig. 11. The shear layers
of the jet atx/Dm=0.0 show strong fluctuations. In Fig. 11sad
there is a strong downflow on the right side of the jet, while
in Fig. 11sbd it is on the left. This indicates a swinging mo-
tion of the jet. The jet atx/Dm=4.0 appears undisturbed in
both snapshots of Fig. 11, because it is the least disturbed
while it has fewer neighbors to interact with, compared to the
other jets.

In Fig. 12 POD filtered snapshots are presented in the
horizontal plane at 0.23Dm above the impingement plate for
the in-line configuration. Atsx/Dm,z/Dmd<s−0.1,3.1d there
is a cluster of three vectors that are significantly shorter than

FIG. 8. POD filtered snapshotssmean
field and the first 20 modesd in vertical
plane 2 of the hexagonal arrangement.

FIG. 9. POD filtered snapshotssmean
field and the first 20 modesd in vertical
plane 3 of the hexagonal arrangement.
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the surrounding vectors. These are errors introduced by the
fouling of the impingement plate by impinging seeding par-
ticles, as a result of the PIV measurement system configura-
tion. The stagnation points of the jets show some oscillation,
though not as strong as for the hexagonal configuration.

There is no point where four wall jets collide. Instead
there appear to be two points where three wall jets meet,
connected by a line where two wall jets meet. This is illus-
trated by Fig. 12sdd. The drawing on the left shows the four
orifices under investigation and the wall jets they produce.
Intuitively, the wall jets are expected to meet insor at least
neard the geometrical center of the four jet impingement
points. Instead, near the geometrical center a region exists
where the wall jets of the center and the outer jet meetsthe
dashed lined and at either end of this region there is a colli-
sion point of three wall jets, schematically depicted in the
right drawing of Fig. 12sdd.

A second interesting feature is the occurrence of vortex-

like structures at some of the collision points of three wall
jets, similar to the snapshots in the horizontal plane of the
hexagonal configuration. They are clearly visible in Figs.
12sad and 12sbd around sx/Dm,z/Dmd<s−1,2.1d and
s0.6,2.2d.

E. Vortex size distribution

The Q criterion can be used as a vortex identifier to the
POD filtered snapshots. This has the advantage that small-
scale disturbances do not interfere with the location of large
eddies. An example ofQ maps associated with the raw snap-
shot and their POD filtered equivalentspresented in Fig. 6d
can be found in Fig. 13. Comparing Fig. 13sbd with Fig.
13sad, it is clear that the structures in the POD filtered snap-
shot are larger than the ones in the original snapshot. Next to
that, a lot of smaller vortices in the original snapshot do not
appear in the POD filtered one. The most energetic structures

FIG. 10. POD filtered snapshots
smean field and the first 20 modesd
and the ninth mode in the horizontal
plane at 0.25Dm above the impinge-
ment plate of the hexagonal
arrangement.
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are trapped by the identification method after POD filtering,
whereas smaller and less energetic structures are ignored.

For a more quantitative investigation of the large eddies,
Q maps of POD filtered snapshots are used to locate and
determine their size. By choosing an appropriate threshold
level for Q, individual eddies can be isolated and their posi-
tion can be determined using

xe =

E E
A

xQsx,yddx dy

E E
A

Qsx,yddx dy

s8d

and

ye =

E E
A

yQsx,yddx dy

E E
A

Qsx,yddx dy

, s9d

wherexe andye denote the position of the center of an eddy,
and A is the area enclosing the eddyfi.e., whereQsx,yd
exceeds the threshold levelg.

Because the shape of an eddy identified withQ can be
quite irregular, there is no unique way to measure its diam-
eter. For this reason acharacteristicdiameterDe is calcu-
lated on the basis of the total area enclosed by the eddy:

FIG. 11. POD filtered snapshots
smean field and the first 20 modesd in
vertical plane c of the in-line
arrangement.

FIG. 12. POD filtered snapshots
smean field and the first 20 modesd in
the horizontal plane at 0.23Dm above
the impingement plate of the in-line
arrangement.
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De =ÎE E
A

dx dy. s10d

It should be noted that this diameter strongly depends on the
chosen threshold value forQ. Therefore, it is only to be used
for deriving qualitative conclusions regarding the size distri-
bution of eddies.

Finally, the positions of the eddies, ordered according to
their size, are presented in graphs. As an example, Fig. 14
presents the distributions of eddies in two size classes, rang-
ing from 0.1Dm to 0.3Dm, identified in an ensemble of 1000
POD filtered snapshots in vertical plane 3 of the hexagonal
configuration with sharp-edged orifices. Each dot represents
an eddy.

In Fig. 14sad the eddies are concentrated in the shear
layer and near the impingement points. In the downstream
direction of the jets, the spreading of the shear layers is clear
from the broadening of the regions of eddies. The highest
eddy density is found in the direct neighborhood of the im-
pingement points. This is the area where vortices originating
from the shear layers impinge on the wall and are possibly
destroyed.

It appears from Fig. 14sbd that the larger eddies are
found just above the wall, next to the impingement points of
the jets. The highest concentration of large eddies is found at
the position of the horse-shoe vortex that circumscribes the
outer jet. Eddy size distributions in other vertical planes in

the hexagonal and the in-line configurations were very simi-
lar to the presented distributions and will not be presented
here.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Results were presented for the vorticity magnitudeuvzu,
the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensorQ, and
the kinematic vorticity numberNk in several planes of two
configurations of multiple impinging jets. These three tech-
niques were compared for their applicability to the identifi-
cation of eddies. It appeared thatQ is the most adequate
technique of the three, becauseuvzu does not distinguish vor-
tices from background shear andNk appeared to be, at least
for the flow considered, oblivious to the dynamical signifi-
cance of a vortex.

POD is subsequently presented as a technique to apply
inhomogeneous low-pass filtering of snapshots to reveal the
large-scale dynamics of the flow snapshots resulting from
PIV measurements. From reconstructed snapshots on the ba-
sis of the 21 most energetic modes the large-scale dynamics
of the jets are subsequently investigated.

For the hexagonal configuration the jets appear to be
largely unaffected down toy=2Dm, but below this position
the jets were disturbed by eddies originating from the inter-
action of the jets with the impingement surface. These eddies
also cause the upwash flows between jets to oscillate, which
in turn affects their interaction with the impinging jets. In the

FIG. 13. Comparison of the eddies
found in a snapshot in plane 3 of the
hexagonal configuration and its POD
filtered equivalent with threshold
QDm

2 /UCL
2 =1.0.

FIG. 14. Size distribution of eddies lo-
cated in vertical plane 3 of the hexago-
nal configuration.
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POD filtered snapshots in vertical plane 3 clear evidence was
presented of the horse-shoe vortex around the outer jet. This
vortex did not have a steady position near the outer jet. The
POD filtered snapshots in the horizontal plane were pre-
sented. It was conjectured that vortical motion between the
impingement points of three adjacent jets is caused by the
unstable collision of the three wall jets in that point. As both
orientations of the eddies can appear equally likely, the mean
velocity field did not show the eddies.

Due to the larger pitch in the in-line configuration, the
upwash between the jets was shorter than the one in the
hexagonal configuration. As a result, the interaction between
the jets was less and they appeared much more stable in
comparison to the hexagonal configuration. The lack of a
horse-shoe vortex around the outer jets in the in-line configu-
ration was most likely caused by the higher pitch. The dis-
tortion of the neighbors of the center jet was clearly visible.
The jets appeared to be swinging, causing strong fluctuations
in its shear layer. The outer jet appeared undisturbed. In the
horizontal snapshots in the in-line configuration there ap-
peared to be no points of collision for four wall jets. Con-
trary to intuition, there were two collision points of three
wall jets connected by a collision line of two wall jets. In the
two collision points vortices can exist, but there is a clear
preference for one of the two points. The existence of a
vortex in one of the collision points inhibits the appearance
of a second vortex in the other one.

On the basis ofQ maps of the POD filtered snapshots in
vertical plane 3 of the hexagonal configuration, eddies were
identified. Subsequently, the eddies were arranged in four
size classes that were presented in graphs. The larger eddies
were found just above the impingement wall in the vicinity

of the jet impingement points, and at the position of the
horse-shoe vortex circumscribing the outer jet.
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